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Abstract
Due to difficulties in obtaining official and up to date data regarding vehicle and pedestrian flows in Brazilian
municipalities, urban planners tend to select the main street system of cities based on a superficial
evaluation. A simple visual perception of movement and general street features, such as the width or paving
materials, are the main decision factors. This process often results in uncomplete street plans, where an
insufficient and irregularly distributed number of spaces for middle and large scales movement are dispersed
among the universe of streets that shapes the extensive urban areas in many Brazilian cities.
Several studies, based on Space Syntax theory and methodology, have developed instruments and tools
which allow, through spatial configuration analysis, the identification of a group of spaces that, for their
local and global properties deriving from topological and geometric relations, tend to correspond to the real
movement routes among neighborhoods, districts and cities in a metropolitan context. The syntactic
measure of “choice”, which computes the number of times that a space, or an axial line segment, is present
in the set of all shortest paths from each segment to all the other ones in the system, has been well
correlated with middle and large scale movement. Therefore, it has been taken as a good indicator of a
space/street hierarchy in urban grids.
The present study, based on Space Syntax in a GIS environment, aims to explore complementary alternatives
of approaching and investigating the degree of distribution of the “choice segments” among the territorial
metric surface (number of lines per surface unity/module) and on the topological surface (choice segment
connectivity) in a group of three satellite cities of the Metropolitan Region of Porto Alegre. The preliminary
results indicate that there is a tendency of existence of a higher number and better distributed potential
spaces for middle and large scale movement than the one identified by local urban planners, what reinforces
the effective usefulness of syntactic tools in facing true difficulties of urban planning and design in Brazil.
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The investigation provided the means to discuss, as a part/whole problem, accessibility according to different
spatial scales. The identification of increments and decreases of importance in each street segment evidences
that, in a metropolitan context, regional guidelines for territorial development should not be restricted only
to the construction of large transportation infrastructures.

1. INTRODUCTION
The present paper is part of an ongoing research about the Metropolitan Region of Porto Alegre (MRPA)
spatial structuring process. The purpose of the whole project is to investigate how this process influenced
the formation of middle and large scale routes, and how local and regional planners recognize this group of
spaces prioritized for wider movement in that specific metropolitan area. It is known that the distribution of
vehicular flows over street networks obeys a power‐law (Lämmer et al, 2006), what means that most of the
traffic concentrates on a relatively small number of spaces. However, it is necessary to verify if these spaces
are present in all parts of the city and metropolitan area. This specific topic is what this study is about. Even
and regular distribution of wider movement spaces is here taken as a positive factor in the development of
urban systems, not only to avoid traffic congestion but also to enhance new centralities and improve
functionality. In cities like Paris, London and Amsterdam which are known by their intense vitality, these
spaces seem to be not so topologically or even metrically distant one from the other.
It is not difficult to see in the street grid of MRPA some avenues, normally designed for higher traffic flows
but having actually a small quantity of vehicle and pedestrian movement. As easy is to find narrow streets
through which a disproportional amount of cars, trucks and buses circulate. Part of this problem can be
explained by space configuration, taken here as a set of relationships between interdependent spaces in the
overall structure (Hillier, 1996). Apparently, this is a conflict between a normative hierarchy and a
descriptive hierarchy. The former is based on a simplified knowledge of urban functionality expressed by
top‐down planning actions, while the latter one is a consequence of emergent patterns of accessibility and
movement through different scales.
The group or subsystem of wider movement spaces is commonly known by planners and designers as “main
street grid”. In Brazil, main streets are classified basically in two categories: the so called “structural” or
“arterial” streets, which allow movement between neighborhoods and sectors, and the “collectors” or
“distributers” in the sense that they collect traffic from “local streets” and lead it to the “structural” ones.
This discrete classification does not take urban complexity and the overlapping of scales in the spatial
system into consideration. When there is a highway connected to the city, for example, local planners
sometimes take it as an infrastructure that is external to the circulation problem in the municipality. Even
streets identified as “local” by them might play an important role when conurbation is considered.
In 2006, cities within the Metropolitan Region of Porto Alegre reviewed and redefined their master plans, as
consequence of a state legal requirement. This process was developed almost without a systematic
supervision by the metropolitan planning agency. One of the outputs was supposed to be the Main Street
Map as a result of local discussions regarding to urban mobility. Among others, a specific evident aspect was
that considerable parts of the satellite cities’ grids had no street hierarchy indicated by planners. At least
two hypotheses and a question raised from this hierarchy void: a) the way these sectors were built and
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structured left few possibilities for larger scales movement routes; b) configuration reveals potential spaces
for those routes but they were not observed by planners; c) which scales of movement were in fact
observed by planners?
In this context, the present study aims to examine the spatial distribution of wider movement spaces in
three contiguous metropolitan cities in both situations: separately and as a conurbation, so that scale
change effects can be evaluated and results compared with local planners’ proposals.
Initially some theoretical considerations, methodological aspects and tools developed so far by different
authors and researchers will be presented. This will be followed by an exploration and description of a
proposed procedure to measure the mentioned spatial distribution. It is intended that the configuration
analysis contributes to the discussions that should precede planning actions, especially in this moment when
several Brazilian metropolitan areas are being prepared to 2014 World Cup and urban mobility is the
dominant issue.

2. THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS
Cities are complex systems and, in addition, when developed in a metropolitan context, the part‐whole
problem gets even more evident. Complexity deals with emergent phenomena coming from bottom‐up
processes in contrast to the top‐down approaches. Top‐down approaches are linked to the idea of knowing
the functionality of the whole based on each part almost separately. In top‐down decision making, there is
an expectation on specific results, and an idea of conception and control is present.
Regarding to top‐down street hierarchy, there are some examples along history where monumentality,
military and even sanitation strategies underlined urbanistic interventions rather than movement itself. The
Roman cardo and decumanus were conceived to receive important public buildings such as the forum and
capitolium, and separate them from the housing and military areas (Figure 1). The Haussmannian
boulevards, in Paris, resulted from the demolition of medieval walls and were transformed into green areas
before being real avenues (Morris, 1984), as illustrated in Figure 2. The modern urbanism brought the idea
of “the machine city” whose units corresponded to each of the urban functions stated in Athens Chart.
Circulation was one of them and should be categorized in relation to function and scale, according to
modern prescriptions (Corbusier, 1971). Some of the circulation units should never be linked to other level
of streets, for traffic control purposes, what evidenced a total top‐down approach.
Buchanan (1963) developed an important study about urban circulation, shifting from a highway and road
orientation and focusing on cities as specific systems with different kinds of demands. Although criticizing
modern urban design regarding to its lack of flexibility, he still made a top‐down approach when proposed a
road/street hierarchy for predictable levels of movement according to scales and land use, not considering
quick changes of locations and users’ behavior as consequence of a dynamic accessibility (Figure 3). His ideas
were applied not only for new towns but also for existent cities (Newbury, Leeds, Norwich, London,
Cumbernauld, Hook, Basingstoke, Coventry, Venice and Stockholm).
Presently, it is already known that urban movement can be approached by complexity theories where the
notion of self organization and emergency is fundamental (Johnson, 2003; Batty, 2010). Complex systems, as
cities, comprise a large number of elements which, in permanent interaction, result in a new collective
behavior pattern. Therefore global structures emerge, at upper scales, from local decisions which are taken
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by individuals under no imposition or general guideline. This way, urban movement is studied as a
phenomenon resulted from bottom‐up processes that happen in space where its units, before being streets,
are connected elements having specific locations within the whole. According to these properties and
variables attributed to them, the individual decision making process takes place. The expression “street
hierarchy” should then be shifted to spacial hierarchy and the notion of scale should change from being
based in a discrete territorial zone to a notion based on continuity and interdependence.

Fig.1 – Cardo and Decumanus

Fig.2 – Plan of boulevards

Fig. 3 – Buchanan’s street hierarchy

Among other models, Space Syntax is able to capture the emergence of accessibility patterns which explains
a significant part of the movement phenomenon in cities and its consequences on land use, urban densities,
pollution, security, etc. Based on this theory and methodology, many research projects were developed to
identify and explain significant differentiation and hierarchies in the spatial configuration. The key‐authors
to the present study are mentioned bellow.
Penn et al (1997) points out some limitations on the conventional transportation models in the sense that
origin and destination data are gathered and, based on the natural movement theory (Hillier, 1993), showed
that the rates of vehicular movement in street segments in the network configuration are dependent on
their location in the “fine structure of the grid”, what suggests that urban structure and movement patterns
are related.
Read (1997) observed in a group of cities in Holland, that integration core (axial lines with the highest values
of the syntactic measure of integration) usually clustered closed to the center of the global configuration.
Representing spaces with tendency to high occupation rates, they did not correspond to all spaces with high
activity level and prioritized for regional scale movement in the rest of the configuration. He introduced the
concept of “supergrid” and identified the pattern of its spaces as being an important social and economical
interface between neighborhoods and the city as a whole.
Figueiredo & Amorim (2005) developed the concept of “continuity lines” based in the fact that the
construction of axial maps often contains individual interpretation, particularly in representation of curved
and sinuous paths. The authors say that common sense often recognizes these paths as a continuous line of
movement, despite being formed by a sequence of lines of sight and that the standard axial representation
breaks these continuous lines into a set of short sequential axial lines, misrepresenting important inherent
global properties of the spatial system. In order to obtain continuity lines, axial lines must be aggregated
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under criteria. The angle of continuity is the first parameter. Tests for several types of urban grids in Brazil
and USA suggest 35° as the maximum angle. When axial maps are gradually aggregated, continuity lines
emerge from their grids revealing long curved and sinuous paths, which seem to assume similar position in
the configuration as the pre‐existing long axial lines. As a result, a clearer hierarchy based on line length
become apparent, mainly within organic grids, but also within regular grids. Such effects lead to the
investigation of the relationship between metric and topological (configurational) properties, according to
the researchers.
Other Brazilian researches have not only investigated pedestrian and vehicular movement patterns in cities
(Holanda, 2002) but also compared traditional models of traffic allocation with Space Syntax tools for
combined and complementary use (Cybis et al, 1996; Barros et al., 2008). More recently, Pereira et al (2011)
tested correlations between configurational variables and urban transportation performance ones in 19
administrative regions of the Federal District, where Brasília is located. Coherent results were found in the
sense that more integrated spatial configurations support faster urban trips.
Hillier and Iida (2005) obtained significant correlations between traffic flows and the measure of choice or
betweeness. Choice measures the degree to which each segment lies on least angle routes between all
other pairs of segments and for this reason it is appropriate to correlate to through‐movement. Based in
previous researches, the authors emphasize that, for cognitive reasons, people’s notion of distance is
“compromised by the visual, geometrical and topological properties of networks” rather than metric ones
(pp.554). Using tools of the software Depthmap (Turner, 2001), they demonstrated for different areas in
London that pedestrian and vehicle flows correlate better with the choice measure than with integration or
closeness. In sequence, Van Nes (2009) demonstrated how a main route network through and between
urban areas can be calculated, combining angular choice (geometric distance) with topological distance.
Applying different radii, she could identify the large and middle scale networks in the Randstad, one of the
largest conurbations in Holland with approximately 7 million inhabitants. These more recent approaches
using the large number of testing possibilities provided by Depthmap suggest that the angular analysis with
segmented maps would be the most appropriate for the present investigation.

3. PROCEDURES TO MEASURE AND EVALUATE THE DISTRIBUTION OF MAIN ROUTES
Firstly, it is necessary to identify the presupposed aspects and inputs used for the intended evaluation:
a)

The syntactic measure of “choice” is so far understood by Space Syntax researchers as the measure that
best correlate with through movement. Therefore, choice values are here representing quantities of
through movement associated to segments. According to Hillier et al (2007), different from spaces with
high integration values which tend to form radial structures (cores), spaces with high choice values tend
to form a large scale foreground network. The highlighting of the choice network makes possible, itself,
an evaluation of the topologic and geometric relations in different municipal spatial systems and in
conurbation as a whole, since it is from these relations that movement routes emerge.

b) Power‐law distributions applied to cities indicate that 20% of the streets account for 80% of the
movement (Jiang, 2009). This way, 20% of the highest choice values segments were taken as the choice
network of each investigated city, which according to empirical observation, corresponds in fact to the
busiest streets in those towns. As a result, just two categories of streets will be investigated, one related
to the other: the foreground choice network and the background network, represented in segment
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maps by different colors. This criterion was also applied to the local planners proposals (City Main Street
Grid – CMSG) where different hierarchical levels were gathered in only one general level when
converted to axial maps, to make comparisons possible (Figure 4).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4 – Esteio Street Hierarchy Plan proposed by local planners (a) and converted to segments (CMSG), in green. The segments are
overlayed by choice network (20% of the higher choice values at global radius), in black (b).
Processed by DEPTHMAP and ArqGis

c)

A metric surface (1 km²) is taken as a reference to measure how choice network is spread in relation to
the investigated configurations. The 1 km metric reference is based on empirical observation that
densely urbanized cities along rivers, like Paris, London, Vienna and others, have built bridges not very
distant one from each other. This fact, we argue, has a meaning for the wide movement issue in cities.
When there is a total barrier to movement, although other factors must be considered, distances
between passages (tunnels and bridges) can be interpreted as being the maximum metric distance that
urban dynamics, regarding to wide movement, can stand. Besides that, even in top‐down planned cities,
main streets are not more than 1 km distant.

Two different calculations can lead to a quantitative evaluation of the “20% top choice” and CMSG segments
distribution within the grid:
a)

The proportion of choice segments in each metric module (1,000m x 1,000m) can be counted and a
correlation between them and non choice segments can be measured. It is expected that a good
correlation reveals a proportional amount of choice segments not only in quantity but in even
distribution within the urban grid. It is also important to make clear why a metric radius was not used
for the analysis. The reason is that in the present study case the background issue is the part/whole
problem represented by municipal autonomous versus regional and metropolitan planning. So,
preliminarily, topological global radius “n” is used for each municipality and also for the conurbation
configuration to verify which spaces lost or gained importance with the scale change (Figure 5).
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Figure 5 – Esteio choice network highlighted in red, overlayed by a 1 km² grid.

b) The connectivity of the choice network will be also used in the evaluation. The choice network is
detached from the rest of the grid and processed again by Depthmap. It is important to remark that
connectivity 2 in segments of the foreground choice network means either that its original axial line had
connections or angular deflections. However it does not compute connections with non choice
segments. When the segment connectivity is higher than 2, it means that the segment is fundamental
for shaping choice segments as a network. Therefore, the highest proportion of these segments in the
whole choice network represents the best conditions for distribution as shown in Figure 6, where
different spatial configurations of 12 segments with same size (being the same size is fundamental for
the demonstration) suggests that the mean segment connectivity can be taken as a indicator of
distributivity since it takes into consideration the total number of lines of the whole configuration.

Figure 6 ‐ Mean connectivity of
segments (Sum of connectivity
of each segment divided by the
number of segments). A= 5,5
B=3,66 C=2,33 D=1,83.
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4. THE STUDY CASE
Conurbation comprises 14 municipalities of the whole Metropolitan Region of Porto Alegre (MRPA), in
Brazil. Its population reaches more than 3 million people. It concentrates 36.40 % and more than 40 % of the
Value Added, in only 3.4% of the territory of Rio Grande do Sul, the southernmost state of Brazil. It is located
by Lake Guaíba and is cut by Sinos and Gravataí rivers, and other important creeks, which also influence its
territorial occupation, as shown in Figure 7 Three satellite towns, were selected as a sample for the present
study: Esteio, Sapucaia do Sul and São Leopoldo indicated with a red circle.

Figure 7 –
Metropolitan Region
of Porto Alegre –
MRPA. Urbanization,
hydrography and study
case área inside red
circle.

Figure 8 – Study case
area. Esteio (yellow),
Sapucaia do Sul (red),
São Leopoldo (green)
and CMSG (blue).

In the global configuration (Figure 8), where we can observe which axial lines belong to Esteio (yellow),
Sapucaia do Sul (red) and São Leopoldo (green), each CMSG is highlighted in dark blue. The fusion of grids
between Esteio and Sapucaia do Sul can be observed, while conurbation with São Leopoldo is still being
processed. The long and thick line in the left side of the system is, in fact, a group of axial lines
corresponding to the highway BR‐116, which plays an important role in the structuring of not only the
sectors object of the present study but also the whole MRPA (Ugalde 2002; Ugalde and Rigatti 2007).
Ugalde et al, 2009 pointed aspects regarding some problems which denote how space is being structured in
these metropolitan municipalities, and, as a consequence, how its accessibility pattern might be affecting
the global comprehension of the system. The main topics were related to global integration which was
concentrated along BR‐116, the very linear road crossing almost the whole conurbation (Figure 9);
overlooking of potential spaces for large scale movement; interruptions as a consequence of an excessive
localistic vision expressed by municipal planners, spatial segregation of settlements in Esteio, Sapucaia do
Sul; and effects on the sense of territoriality among citizens.
In that occasion, considerations about the measure of choice were made based on the continuity lines
analysis, according to Figueiredo’s model processed by the software MINDWALK (Figueiredo, 2004).
Presently, a more refined analysis can be made, aided by DEPTHMAP, what suggests that those results
should be reviewed.
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Procedures specified in the previous section were made for the three municipalities and Table 1 shows the
quantitative data regarding to each municipality to be compared.

TABLE 1 – Segmented map analysis – comparative quantitative data
CATEGORIES
ESTEIO

SAPUCAIA
DO SUL

SÃO LEOPOLDO

TOTAL SEGMENTS

2651

4866

9486

CMSG SEGMENTS
(SELECTED BY PLANNERS)

557

912

1159

CHOICE SEGMENTS
(CALCULATED BY DEPTHMAP)

531

974

1898

CHOICE SEGMENTS INTESECTED WITH CMSG SEGMENTS

306

703

994

NON OVERLAPPED CHOICE SEGMENTS

225

271

904

NON OVERLAPPED CMSG SEGMENTS

251

209

165

TOTAL MODULES

24

72

113

MODULES WITH CHOICE SEGMENTS ONLY

0

1

1

MODULES WITH CMSG SEGMENTS ONLY

0

3

4

MODULES WITH NON CHOICE SEGMENTS ONLY

6

32

24

MODULES WITH NON CMSG SEGMENTS ONLY

1

29

22

CORRELATION CHOICE SEGMENTS X NON CHOICE SEGMENTS(r²)

0,345639

0,846169

0,570277

CORRELATION CMSG SEGMENTS X NON CMSG SEGMENTS(r²)

0,220642

0,638915

0,334737

MEAN CHOICE SEGMENT CONNECTIVITY

2,535104

2,411946

2,306636

MEAN CMGS SEGMENT CONNECTIVITY

2,275862

2,211668

2,479881

Initially it can be noticed that, except for São Leopoldo, the number of choice segments and CMSG segments
are quite close one to another, which means that the proportion of spaces chosen by local planners can be
also explained by power law. However, the percentage of the two categories intersection is not higher than
59,42 % when, in Sapucaia do Sul for example, this intersection group is added to the group of segments
which are exclusively choice segments and exclusively CMSG segments (total 1183 segments). In this
comparison, the 17,66% corresponding to exclusive CMSG segments can be explained by the fact that
planners, when selecting a street as being “main”, they do it regarding to the whole street and not only to
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the group of segments where the higher traffic flows are. This makes sense in Figure 4 (Esteio) where almost
all the CMSG streets are, at least, partially highlighted as “choice streets”. The remaining 22,92% of the 1183
segments were potential spaces for wide movement that were not considered by planners since, in the
present investigation, choice segments are taken as the closest reference of streets with the greatest
quantities of traffic. Another aspect involved here is that part of the traffic existing in some streets is
metropolitan through‐movement, which could not be captured by choice algorithm when processed up to
the limits of the municipality. The effects of scale change are noticed when whole conurbation is processed.
When the territorial distribution of choice segments is analyzed according to the overlaid 1 km² grid, it can
be noticed that Sapucaia do Sul and São Leopoldo have a considerable amount of modules without choice
segments. However those modules also have a very short quantity of choice segments associated to them.
They overlay parts of the territory where urbanization is only starting. The most important aspect is that
high correlations are found between the presence of choice and non‐choice segments, what indicates a
good degree of choice segments spatial distribution in these two municipalities. For being a smaller system
and having a high concentration of choice segments in at least three central modules, Esteio showed a weak
correlation which is also due to the segregated western part of the spatial configuration.
The mean segment connectivity analysis shows that choice network has a higher tendency to be more
spread over configuration than CMSG, except for São Leopoldo. In choice network and CMGS, this is
obviously influenced by the quantity of connections higher than 2. According to Hillier et al (2007), there is a
tendency, as cities grow, that block sizes become bigger. And this might be the case in this group of
municipalities, since the mean choice segment connectivity values tend to decay when the three cities are
compared. However, as the block size tends to grow, the number of segments tends to decrease, what
should not affect so much the proportion of connections type “2”. What in fact can influence this proportion
is the presence of sinuous peripheral roads with no streets crossing them. And this seems to be partially the
case of Sapucaia do Sul and São Leopoldo.
Figures 9 shows the changes of choice network when the global municipal scale shifts to conurbation scale
and some aspects become evident. The first one is the importance of the highway BR‐116 for conurbation,
since in the municipalities of Esteio and Sapucaia do Sul only some group of its segments were highlighted in
the specific municipal analysis. However the other two metropolitan roads, RS‐118 and RS‐240 are part both
of municipal routes and regional ones. The second one is that some roads expected to be identified as
important links between municipalities of Sapucaia do Sul and São Leopoldo turned out to be almost
irrelevant as metropolitan routes, as indicated in Figure 9 (roads A and B). On the other hand, others not
highlighted at the municipal level (C, F and G) on choice network, appear with a great potentiality at the
conurbation level (H) to function as metropolitan routes.
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Figure 9 – Spatial configuration of the three municipalities represented by segment maps. In CMSG map, local planners’ proposals for
each municipality. In segment maps of each city and conurbation choice networks are highlighted in dark blue.

The third aspect regards to inner city avenues and streets which gain or loose importance according to scale.
Those are indicated in the segment map of Esteio (D and E) because in Sapucaia do Sul and São Leopoldo
very few changes occurred, which means that the same spaces are used for wider movement both in the
municipal and metropolitan scale.
When the conurbation choice grid is compared to CMSG of the three municipalities represented separately,
some aspects became evident. The first one is that Luiz Pasteur Avenue, in Esteio (I) as a whole sequential
group of segments is not part of the choice network in any of the investigated scales, what conflicts with
local planners proposals (CMSG). In Sapucaia do Sul, the difficulty that local planners had in completing the
inner ring road (J) at its northeast part is explained by the configurational analysis. The excessive axial
fragmentation generated angular connectivities which did not supported a clearly defined route. In São
Leopoldo, planners didn’t indicated important streets in the foundational regular grid, like Rua São Joaquim
and João Neves da Fontoura (K), and so did not take into consideration one fundamental possibility of
crossing Sinos River and the linkage of Imperatriz Leopoldina Avenue (L) to BR‐116, as well.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
The test of the first hypothesis formulated in the introductory session of the study, which was about the
structuring process of this conurbation sector having left few possibilities for larger scales movement routes,
suggests, according to choice network analysis, that:
a) Inside municipal borders, the western part of Esteio has a satisfactory condition for wide movement in
contrast with the eastern part, where the few short routes converge to Luiz Pasteur Avenue (the eastern
sequence of the sinuous group of segments indicated with the letter “I” in Figure 9), which, in connection to
Padre Claret Avenue, represents the only route between both parts. This unbalanced pattern was reflected
in the weak correlation showed in Table 1 what means, considering the criteria used in present
investigation, a unsatisfactory distribution of large scale movement routes. Regarding to Sapucaia do Sul,
the configuration analysis indicates that its radial/orthogonal grid promoted a choice network more
regularly distributed which not only surrounds middle sized areas but are also well connected with them.
Despite some highly deformed parts on the grid at northeast and the incidence of the surface metro line
right in the central part of the configuration, the strong correlation between choice and non choice
segments confirms a better potential of Sapucaia do Sul to provide better large scale accessibility. A
particularity of São Leopoldo is the fact that Sinos River splits the municipality and consequently restricts or
compress some routes to the three existing bridges. Since the river spreads over a large basin towards the
east, it will be very improbable that the city will get more compact in the future. The expansions areas to the
east are marked by the existence of many vacant lands what makes wide movement concentrate only in two
avenues: Feitoria and Imperatriz Leopoldina. The same happens in the northwestern part of the city where
the movement from one neighborhood to another concentrates in a state road (RS‐240) and Henrique Bier
Avenue, both were developed in the same direction and with very few streets connecting them.
b) Regarding the global configuration which corresponds to the conurbation of the three municipalities, it is
also necessary to see the number of connections between municipalities and the proportion of them which
are, let us call, “choice connections”. In this case, only one municipality (Sapucaia do Sul) has inter‐
municipality connections. With Esteio, it is 82 possibilities along 10,07 km of border line, where 8 of them
are choice connections (4 of them correspond to BR‐116). With São Leopoldo, only 8 possibilities along
13,40 km, where 7 of them are choice connections (4 of them also correspond to BR‐116). The reason of
such a contrast is the conurbation process between Sapucaia do Sul and São Leopoldo is on a much previous
stage if compared to its fusion with Esteio. Considering that the natural tendency of the conurbation is to
get consolidated and that 4 connections in BR‐116 play in fact a role of one, it is surely not a satisfactory
situation regarding to an even distribution of trans‐municipal routes.
c) The correlation tests on conurbation configuration made for CMSG and choice network overlayed by a 1
km² grid showed that a better one (r² = 0,594) was obtained for choice grid than for CMSG (r² = 0,468) what
also reinforces the consistence of choice segments being good indicators of movement and naturally
proportional to the number of back ground segments all over the territory.
The test of the second hypothesis, was already made in the study case section, where potential spaces for
wide movement in the municipal level and in metropolitan level were pointed out. In quantitative terms, at
municipal level, according to Table 1, choice networks are captured in approximately 57% in Esteio, 72% in
Sapucaia do Sul and 52% in São Leopoldo. That indicates that a considerable number of potential spaces for
wide movement were not observed by planners. The possible reasons of this fact will be explored in
forthcoming researches.
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With respect to local planners being conscious of territorial/movement scales, the present work has
adopted as reference for an initial approach, the municipal scale and the conurbation or metropolitan scale,
so that planning units could be compared. In fact these are institutional territorial scales that don’t
necessarily fit spatial scales normally delimited by different types of radii in configurational analysis and
Space Syntax. This is an aspect to be better explored through an exhaustive testing of the metropolitan
configuration in successive topological, angular and metric radius to check which choice network is the most
similar to CMSG, and consequently, associate it to a more accurate scale. In a general sense, the present
analysis showed that planners, for example, in Esteio assigned excessive importance to Luiz Pasteur Avenue
(I), in Sapucaia do Sul to Estrada do Horto (A) and in São Leopoldo did not observe São Joaquim Street (K) as
important potential metropolitan routes what evidences some difficulty in the global comprehension of the
spatial system (Figure 7). CMSG and choice network highlighted in conurbation segment maps reveal an
intrinsic part/whole problem: the real large scale movement network is not the sum of the municipal CMSG
but the emergence of an accessibility pattern at an upper scale than the local one: the one in which most of
the space building decisions were taken.
Intermediate space hierarchical levels were not examined in the present work. This is a subject that must be
carefully studied through a complex approach, considering the intensity of movement as the criteria for
recognition and classification instead of an expected functionality commonly used. The frequency histogram
of choice values in Esteio, suggests that the number of hierarchical levels in a urban spatial system is higher
than the three basic ones adopted by top‐down planning and mentioned in the introductory section (Figure
10).

Figure 10 – Histogram showing the quantity of choice segments (Y) according to choice values categories (X) in Esteio.
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